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SUMMARY
Software reliability growth models (SRGMs) support the prediction/assessment of product quality, release
time and testing/debugging cost. Several SRGM extensions take into account the bug correction process.
However, their estimates may be significantly inaccurate when debugging fails to fully fit modeling
assumptions.
This paper proposes DWA-SRGM, a method for reliability growth analysis leveraging the debugging data
usually managed by companies in bug tracking systems. Based on a characterization of the debugging
workflow within the software project under consideration (in terms of bug features and treatment phases),
DWA-SRGM pinpoints the factors impacting the estimates, and to spot bottlenecks, thus supporting process
improvement decisions. Two industrial case studies are presented, a Customer Relationship Management
system and an Enterprise Resource Planning system, whose defects span a period of about 17 and 13
months, respectively. DWA-SRGM revealed effective to obtain more realistic estimates, and to capitalize
on the awareness of critical factors for improving debugging.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Motivation
Testing and debugging are essential to improve software reliability, as they allow to detect and
correct faults before product release. The analysis of the reliability level as testing and debugging
proceed has been the subject of a large body of research work. A common approach makes use of
software reliability growth models (SRGMs), a wide class of models to fit inter-failure times from
testing data. SRGMs serve for many purposes [1, 2, 3]: i) to estimate the number of residual faults;
ii) to predict reliability given the testing budget; iii) to schedule release time with a target reliability
level; iv) to compare actual and estimated release times, so as to identify delays and their causes.
SRGMs are usually based on several assumptions [4]. Significant attention has been devoted to
the one of immediate debugging - i.e., that corrections take zero time - which hardly holds in real
projects. SRGM extensions have been proposed to this aim [5, 6, 7]; nonetheless, empirical studies
have made it clear that debugging is a complex process [8, 9, 10], hardly modeled analytically.
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The workflow of debugging is influenced by many factors, including: bug† type, severity, priority,
policies for assignment to debuggers, skills of debuggers, release policy. They may result into
high and strongly variable fault correction times, which undermine the seamless incorporation
of debugging in a SRGM. For large software projects, this may mislead SRGM-based decisions,
causing for instance the early release of a version with too many residual defects.
Nowadays, the use of open source or commercial defect management systems (DMSs) such as
Bugzilla [11] and JIRA [12] - also called issue trackers or bug tracking systems - is widely spread,
with tens of thousands of installations worldwide. Bug data (type, priority, assignment, severity, etc.)
are thus available to the organizations, but in our experience they are rarely used in conjunction with
SRGMs to drive key decisions such as product reliability estimate and release schedule.
In real world software development projects it is important to assess the actual impact of
debugging on reliability estimates and product release decisions during advanced testing phases.
To this aim, field data from DMSs can be leveraged to tailor SRGM models. Moreover, they make
it possible to spot bottlenecks in the debugging activities, enabling process improvement decisions.
1.2. Contribution
This paper proposes DWA-SRGM (Debugging-Workflow-Aware SRGM), a method for reliability
growth analysis driven by defect data available from issue trackers. It allows to assess the
impact of non-ideal debugging on SRGM-based inferences, such as expected quality, release
time, and marginal cost/benefit ratio of testing and correction. DWA-SRGM builds an empirical
characterization of the organization’s debugging process based on a variety of factors - namely,
the severity of bugs, the functionality impacted, the duration of treatment activities the defects go
through. This allows to quantify the extent to which debugging impacts SRGM-based estimates,
and in turn the consequent decisions. Software process managers can exploit the information about
the most-impacting debugging factors as feedback to improve the debugging process.
DWA-SRGM is meant to be applied in advanced testing phases, from integration test to system
test, when decisions on release times become relevant. It is not meant to be used since unit test, when
the product is not integrated yet and still far from release. The method leads to several practical
implications and recommendations:
• Assuming immediate debugging may cause significant overestimation of the product quality
at release time. This may lead to erroneously anticipate the product release, with impact on
maintenance costs, customer satisfaction and company reputation.
• Cost is a primary industry driver: SRGMs under the immediate debugging assumption may
cause underestimation of the actual cost.
• The analysis of issue tracking data is highly valuable to characterize the actual debugging
process. SRGM-based inferences can be much improved using this characterization, allowing
to spot bug features and debugging factors mostly impacting quality. Ultimately, this is
extremely useful for process improvement decisions, including identifying bottlenecks and
corrective actions in bug treatment activities.

Two real-world software projects are described as case studies, namely a Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) system and an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system, whose debug
data have been made available in the ICEBERG project‡ by an industrial partner. The impact of
debugging on quality, release time and cost estimate is quantified; for instance, it is shown that,
under the immediate debugging assumption, releasing the CRM at 75% of the estimated number
of defects would overestimate its quality by 16% and underestimate the release time by 26% –
potentially causing remarkably wrong decisions. Moreover, it is shown how to spot debugging
bottlenecks and product functionalities mostly influencing estimates/predictions.
† The

literature on debugging typically uses the terms defect or bug, while in the SRGM field the term fault is used: in
this work they are used as synonyms to denote the adjudged cause of an observed failure.
‡ ICEBERG is an industry-academia transfer of knowledge project funded by EU, focused on the estimation of software
quality and its impact on costs (www.iceberg-sqa.eu).
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In the following, the related work is surveyed in Section 2. An overview of the DWA-SRGM
method is given in Section 3. The two case studies are introduced in Section 4. The first stage of
DWA-SRGM is described in Sections 5 and 6. The second stage is shown in action in Section 7.
Section 8 discusses findings and limitations. Section 9 contains concluding remarks.
2. RELATED WORK
The literature on software reliability modeling (SRM) is huge. Febrero et al. have performed a
Systematic Literature Review of SRM [13], pointing out that software reliability has multiple
definitions, from continuity of correct service, to the standard-based view of reliability as a
concept which has to consider several stakeholders’ viewpoints, and combines availability, maturity,
fault tolerance and recoverability. DWA-SRGM assumes for reliability the probability of correct
operation in the time interval (0, t). Moreover, Febrero et al. state that if reliability models “are to
be effectively applied ... they have to be clearly valuable and profitable for the organization”. DWASRGM shares this view, addressing the specific problem of reliability analysis driven by debugging
data available in an organization. Hence, the following analysis of the related work focuses on
debug-aware models and on empirical characterization of debugging.
2.1. Debugging-aware reliability modeling
Software reliability models aim to predict or to assess the reliability of a software product [14, 15].
There is a wide variety of models, among which SRGMs are the most successful ones; they
are typically applied during testing. Many SRGMs have been proposed to capture several facets
of the fault detection process. Those based on non-homogeneous Poisson processes (NHPP) are
particularly popular. A seminal model was proposed by Goel and Okumoto in 1979 [16]: it
describes the fault detection process by an exponential mean value function distribution. Other
models include: the generalized version of the exponential model, using the Weibull distribution
[17]; the S-Shaped model [18], conceived to capture the possible increase/decrease of the failure
rate during testing; the Gokhale and Trivedi log-logistic model [19], which also follows an
increasing/decreasing pattern describing the initial phase of testing as characterized by a slow
learning phase. More recent models, as those based on the Gompertz SRGM proposed by Ohishi et
al. [20], derive from the statistical theory of extreme-value. Several tools are available to deal with
model parameterization and fitting (e.g., SoRel [21], PISRAT [22], and CASRE [23]). Besides for
planning tests of the system as a whole, these models and tools are used to optimize the testing effort
distribution to system components, i.e. for solving testing effort allocation problems [24, 25, 26, 27].
Most NHPP-based SRGMs share a set of assumptions. These include: perfect debugging,
immediate debugging, dependent inter-failure times, no duplicate defect reports, no code changes
during testing, equal probability to find a failure over time [4]. Some models work well even when
some assumptions are partially violated [28]. However, as for immediate debugging, the time to
repair defects appears to be less and less negligible as size and complexity of systems grow.
Initial work modeling fault removal dates back to the ’70s. The separate modeling of detection
and correction was proposed by Schneidweind [29]. He modeled debugging as a process following
fault detection with a constant time delay. Later, the model was extended considering more realistic
time-dependent models (Xie and Zhao [30] in 1992, Schneidweind [31] in 2001). Non-homogenous
Markov chains were also proposed to model these two processes in a unified way [32, 33]. The
incorporation of the debuggers’ learning effect into SRGM modeling has been explored by Ho et
al. [34] with stochastic differential equations for the correction process. Queuing models for nonimmediate fault corrections have been proposed by Musa et al. [35] and by Huang and Huang [7].
More recently, general frameworks have been proposed, where NHPP-based fault detection
models are adjusted to consider several forms of the time-dependent fault correction. Examples
are those proposed by Lo and Huang [5] (used in DWA-SRGM), where the fault correction mean
value function is derived from the fault detection one, and by Kapur et al. [6], who consider
non-immediate and imperfect debugging. Wu et al. [36] study the joining of an exponential fault
detection model with exponential, normal, and gamma delay distribution models for fault correction.
Copyright c 2017 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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2.2. Empirical characterization of the debugging process
SRGMs model correction time distributions regardless of the various debugging activities and of the
factors influencing their duration. These have been investigated recently by several authors along a
separate research trend on the empirical characterization of debugging. Nguyen et al. presented an
analysis of 1,500 defects from bug reports in 5 years for an IBM middleware, showing that the
time to repair is influenced by developer expertise and by the topic [8]. Zhang et al. studied three
open source software and found the following factors influencing the time lag between the defect
assignment to a developer and the actual starting of the repair action: the assigned severity; the bug
description; the number of methods and code changes [9]. Ihara et al. focused on bottlenecks in the
bug management process of the Apache web-server and the Firefox browser [10]; the main cause
of inefficiency was the time lag between the repair and its verification confirming the correctness
of the resolution. Bug fixing was analyzed in an industrial context by Carrozza et al., highlighting a
remarkable heterogeneity among components in large-scale critical systems [37].
The debugging delays induced by all these factors can make SRGM-based estimates inaccurate.
In a previous work, fixing times were shown to impact the accuracy of the quality estimation made
during testing [38]. Moving from that evidence, DWA-SRGM introduces a characterization of the
debug steps for debugging-workflow-aware reliability growth modeling, allowing to analyze factors
impacting quality prediction and release schedule. This approach complements that of Peng et al.
[39], who considered the influence of testing effort on the debugging delay, and dealt with imperfect
debugging, i.e. with modeling the introduction of new faults when correcting a detected fault.
3. METHOD OVERVIEW
DWA-SRGM acts in two stages (Figure 1). The first one is based on the mathematical modeling
framework described in Section 5.1. Initially, the SRGM which best fits defects detection data
(Section 5.2) is selected. Then, the SRGM is extended with the correction times distribution,
yielding a correction-aware SRGM (Section 5.3). This is used for reliability or cost estimates and
for release time prediction. The results for the CRM and ERP systems are presented in Section 6.
The second stage starts with the characterization of the debugging workflow. Organizations
usually set up personalized installations of issue tracking systems, depending on their process
management choices. Testing reveals the presence of faults, which then undergo a correction
workflow that can well be reconstructed from tracked data. These include the typical attributes of
fault severity, treatment state (open, assigned, ..., closed), state transition timestamp, etc. Treatment
states are grouped to identify major workflow phases, such as waiting to be assigned, being worked,
under testing. The characterization ends with the computation of basic statistics. The extended
SRGM (output of the first stage) is then applied to workflow phases, enabling analysis of their
impact on the estimation/prediction of the quality at release and of the optimal release time.
Similarly, the model is applied to spot the impact of bug features of interest, such as severity or
impacted product functionality. Such fine-grained analyses support conscious process improvement
decisions. The second stage is described in action for the CRM case study in Section 7.

Figure 1. The DWA-SRGM method.
Copyright c 2017 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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4. CASE STUDIES
The datasets are bug reports gathered from the defect management systems of real software projects
from two multinational companies§ . The first concerns a CRM product. It has a classical threelayer architecture, with Front-end, Back-end and Database layers, glued together by an Enterprise
Application Integration middleware. It provides typical CRM services: sales management, customer
folder, agenda, user profile, inventory, supplying, payments, and reporting. The issues span a period
of about 1.5 years, from September 2012 to January 2014, and are related to advanced testing
phases, namely integration and system tests (performed by 22 human resources). The removal of
a few inconsistencies (e.g., duplicated issues) led to the set of 602 bugs analyzed in this study. CRM
bug reports are characterized by the following attributes (samples are listed in Table I):
• ID: a unique ID for the issue;
• Severity: the severity of the issue, classified in blocking, major and minor;
• Status: issues traverse nine working statuses, according to the workflow adopted: new,
published, in study, launched, completed, tested, delivered, suspended, and closed;
• Created on: the timestamp of creation;
• Component: the name of the software component affected by the issue;
• Functionality: the name of the functionality, within the component, affected by the issue;
• Updated on: the timestamp of status transition; the main ones are related to opening and
closing (issue solved); the timestamps of intermediate transitions are useful to analyze the
phases of the debug process, e.g., how long an issue waited to be fixed;
• Resolution: final classification of the issue, as fixed, won’t fix. It is used to indicate defects
that cannot be fixed, even if their processing can be declared as closed.
Additional information about the statuses traversed by every issue is noted in a different report,
useful to reconstruct the processing history of each bug. More details are provided in Section 7.
Table I. Examples of bug records for the CRM system (date format: DD/MM/YY).
ID
CRM-2
CRM-214
CRM-273

Severity
blocking
minor
major

Status
closed
closed
closed

Created on Component
Functionality
Updated on Resolution
07/09/12 10:16 Front end Incomes Management 21/09/12 12:02
fixed
01/10/12 10:44 Front end
Customer Folder
06/10/12 15:02
fixed
05/10/12 09:56
EAI
Customer
19/10/12 17:47
fixed

The second dataset is an ERP system for a telecommunication company. It is used for a
variety of businesses processes, including billing, activation/termination of customer contracts,
communication links installation and repair, management of third party suppliers. The dataset
consists of 7,610 bugs collected during advanced testing phases from April 2013 to April 2014.
The ERP encompasses about 100 functionalities. Table II shows an excerpt of the ERP dataset.
Besides a unique ID, each bug report is characterized by the following attributes:
• Component: the software module affected by the issue;
• Status: issues in this dataset can assume three working statuses: open, closed, and rejected;
• Severity: severity of the issue, classified in blocking, very high, high, medium, and low;
• Priority: priority of resolution, classified in urgent, very high, high, medium, and low;
• Type: the type of the issue, indicating, e.g., if the defect is related to functional, integration, or
delivery issues;
• Detected: the opening timestamp of the issue;
• Closed: the closing timestamp of the issue.
Table II. Examples of bug records for the ERP system (date format: DD/MM/YY).
ID
54506
55746
59442

Component
Component 1
Component 2
Component 3

Status
closed
closed
closed

Severity
medium
blocking
very high

Priority
medium
urgent
urgent

Type
integration
delivery/setup
functional

Detected
23/04/13
11/06/13
25/11/13

Closed
26/04/13
11/06/13
09/12/13

§ The

datasets are available upon request for verification purposes. Prospective applicants can contact the corresponding
author to obtain instructions on how to access an anonymized version of the datasets, and related terms of usage.
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5. CORRECTION-AWARE SRGM MODELING
5.1. Modeling framework
The most common subclass of SRGMs, those describing the failing process as a non-homogeneous
Poisson process (NHPP), is considered here. They are characterized by the mean value function
(mvf ), m(t), that is the expectation of the cumulative number of defects N (t) detected at time t:
m(t) = E[N (t)]. The mvf provides indications on how testing is proceeding, namely on how many
faults are being detected over time, and how many faults are expected to be found at a certain
testing time t. The different types of SRGMs can be described by their mvf. This can be written as
m(t) = a · F (t), where a is the expected number of total faults, and F (t) is a distribution function,
that can take several forms depending on the detection process. Hereinafter, the mean value function
of a SRGM referring to the fault detection (correction) process is denoted with md (t) (mc (t)).
According to Lo and Huang [5] and to Schneidweind [31], the mean number of faults detected in
the time interval (t, t + ∆t] is assumed proportional to the mean number of residual faults; similarly,
the mean number of faults corrected in (t, t + ∆t] is assumed to be proportional to the mean number
of detected but not yet corrected faults. This proportionality is expressed by the fault detection and
fault correction rates per fault as functions of time, denoted with λ(t) and µ(t). From this, the mean
value function of the fault detection and correction processes are expressed respectively as:
dmd (t)
= λ(t)(α − md (t)), α > 0
(1)
dt
dmc (t)
= µ(t)(md (t) − mc (t))
(2)
dt
where α is the estimated initial number of faults. In case of constant fault detection rate (λ(t) = β ),
md (t) is the Goel-Okumoto exponential SRGM (md (t) = α(1 − e−βt )).
The function mc (t) needs to be modeled realistically, other than assuming, as it is often done,
a constant correction time ∆ – where mc (t) = m(t − ∆). It can be shown that using Equations
Rt
1 and 2 to describe the fault detection and correction processes, and defining D(t) = 0 λ(s)ds,
Rt
and C(t) = 0 µ(s)ds (i.e., the cumulative detection and correction rate per fault, respectively), the
cumulative number of detected and corrected faults are given by [5]:
md (t) = α(1 − e−D(t) )
Z t

Z t

 
−C(t)
C(s)
−C(t)
C(s)
−D(s)
mc (t) = e
c(s)e
md (s)ds = e
αc(s)e
1−e
ds .
0

(3)
(4)

0

DWA-SRGM uses this modeling framework for the bug detection and correction processes. For
instance, if the detection process follows an exponential SRGM with parameter β (λ(t) = β ), and
the correction time is exponentially distributed with parameter γ (µ(t) = γ ), then:


β
γ
e−βt −
e−γt .
(5)
mc (t) = α 1 +
β−γ
β−γ
5.2. Step 1: Selection of the SRGM best fitting the fault detection data
DWA-SRGM starts determining the SRGM best fitting the actual fault detection times from the
SRGMs listed in Table III, chosen because of their wide spread and of their ability to capture several
potential behaviors of the testing process. The list includes: the model by Goel and Okumoto [16],
one of the most successful and popular; the Delayed S-Shaped [18] and log-logistic curves [19],
suited for possible behaviors where the initial slow increase represents the gradual improvement of
testers’ skills, and where faults are mutually dependent (i.e., some faults are detectable only after
some others); the log-normal SRGM, which demonstrated a noticeable ability to fit a wide variety
of scenarios and failure data collected in real projects [40, 41].
Data are fitted by the EM algorithm [42] to estimate parameters for each SRGM. In both case
studies, the SRGMs with the lowest value of the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) is selected.
Figure 2 shows the number of faults detected and the fitting SRGM for the studied systems.
Copyright c 2017 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Table III. Software Reliability Growth Models.

Model
Exponential

m(t) function
α · (1 − e−βt )

Model
Log-Logistic

m(t) function
(λt)κ
α · 1+(λt)
κ

S-shaped

α · [1 − (1 + γt)e−γt ]

Log-Normal

α · Φ( log(t)−µ
)
σ

Φ is the normal distribution

Table IV shows the statistics of the selected models, which turned out to be the exponential one
for both cases. Both models have a high coefficient of determination (R2 = 0.98 and R2 = 0.99) and
low values of the percentage Relative Prediction Error (%RPE), meaning high prediction ability.
Specifically, the %RPE at time tk is computed as: %RPE = (m(tkyk)−yk ) · 100, where m(tk ) is the
predicted number of detected faults (or corrected faults, in the following cases of correction-aware
SRGMs) at time tk and yk is the actual number of detected (or corrected) faults at the same time
[43]. The models were trained with data collected on a time window equal to the 2/3 of the total
observation time (e.g., 210 days out of 315 for the CRM dataset, 244 days out of 365 for the ERP
dataset), and the %RPE computed on the latest observation time (e.g., tk = 315 and tk = 365 for
CRM and ERP datasets, respectively). The results show that in the case of the CRM, where the
testing process is at an advanced stage, the %RPE is very low (0.25%); in the ERP case, which is at
an earlier stage of testing, the %RPE is still able to provide an error under 4%.
Table IV. Results of SRGM fitting for the CRM and ERP systems

Dataset
CRM
ERP

#Tracked
Faults
602
7,610

Selected
SRGM
Exponential
Exponential

Exp. #Faults
at t = ∞
603.04
16,571.23

Rate
param.
3.04E-02
-1.68E-03

AIC

R2

%RPE

-1.13E03
-31121.93

0.98
0.99

-0.25%
-3.44%

The models provide estimates of: residual faults at a given time; percentage of detected faults over
the total expected ones; fault detection rate; expected reliability. Note that these metrics are mutually
equivalent: the expected cumulative number of faults at time t is the mvf , whose first derivative is
the failure intensity function λ(t); the latter can be used in the computation of reliability [19, 25].
For the CRM dataset the process detected more than 99.8% of total expected faults, and it is
evident that the testing process is close to saturation, detecting less and less faults as it proceeds.
Figure 2 suggests, intuitively, that an earlier release could be more advantageous from the cost point
of view, as after day 100 further faults are found only after a long time. The model is meant to
support a quantitative assessment of this type of remarks.
This analysis refers to detected faults, i.e., a “quality” of 99% means that 99% of the total
estimated faults have been detected: this is the actual released quality only under the assumption

(a) CRM

(b) ERP

Figure 2. Cumulative number of opened faults and SRGM for the CRM and ERP systems.
Copyright c 2017 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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that the correction of those faults is immediate. The delivered quality is determined by the removed
faults, whose correction contributes to the reliability growth.¶
5.3. Step 2: Extension of the SRGM fitting fault correction data
The fitting of the correction data is tried with several distributions, adopting the maximum likelihood
estimator (MLE) for the parameters of the joint density of detected and corrected fault counts [44]k :
L = f (n, m, i = 1, . . . , k|θ) =
=

Y

e−[md (ti )−md (ti−1 |θ]

[md (ti ) − md (ti−1 )|θ]ni −ni−1 −[mc (ti )−mc (ti−1 |θ] [mc (ti ) − mc (ti−1 )|θ]mi −mi−1
·e
(ni − ni−1 )!
(mi − mi−1 )!

e−[md (ti )−md (ti−1 |θ]

[md (ti ) − mc (ti−1 )|θ]ni −mi [mc (ti ) − md (ti−1 )|θ]mi −ni−1
(ni − mi )!
(mi − ni−1 )!

i=1,...,k
mi <ni−1

×

Y
i=1,...,k
mi >ni−1

(6)
where: θ ∈ Θ are the parameters of interest in the detection and correction models; ni and mi are
the number of faults detected and corrected, respectively, at time ti (m0 =n0 =0). This is a general
form of the likelihood function for the combined detection/correction process: it describes the nonhomogeneous Poisson process at instant ti , separated in the two cases (namely, the two product
terms) of i) number of cumulative corrected faults at time ti being less than number of cumulative
detected faults at the previous time ti−1 (i.e., mi < ni−1 ), and ii) the opposite case (i.e., mi > ni−1 ),
in which the Poisson distribution is decomposed in a slightly different form (avoiding to have a
number of cumulative corrected faults greater than the number of detected ones). The MLE of
parameters is θ̂ =argmaxθ∈Θ L̂(θ).
The MLE in Equation 6 is applied considering the exponential fault detection model and the
following correction time distributions: i) Exponential, which represents well the fixing times
[31, 35]; ii) Normal, suitable if assuming faults of equal size; iii) Gamma, to consider a more general
case based on the exponential time delay.∗∗ Denoting with α and β the parameters of the exponential
detection model (α representing the expected number of detected faults, and β the detection rate per
fault), the corresponding specialization of Equation 4 for these three models are [36]:


β
γ
i)
mc (t) = α 1 + β−γ
e−βt − β−γ
e−γt
(7)
with γ being the correction rate per fault of the fault correction exponential distribution;
ii) mc (t) =
(8)
−αe−βt+γβ+β

2

σ 2 /2




Φ(t, βσ 2 + µ, σ) − Φ(t0βσ 2 + µ, σ) + α [Φ(t, µ, σ) − Φ(0, µ, σ)]

with µ and σ being the mean and standard deviation of the fault correction normal distribution, and
Φ the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution;
iii)

mc (t) = αΓ(t, δ, κ) −

αe−βt
κ
(1−βκ) Γ(t, δ, (1−βκ) )

(9)

where δ and κ are the parameters of the fault correction Gamma distribution, denoted with Γ.
¶ Quality

is expressed here by the ratio (or percentage) of closed issues over the total number of issues. For what said
about the equivalence of this information to failure intensity and reliability, “quality estimation” and “quality prediction”
(referring to the current or a future time) are equivalent to “reliability estimation” and “reliability prediction”.
k The popular maximum likelihood estimate is adopted here to estimate model parameters. Other approaches are feasible,
including the EM algorithm in [42], and the genetic algorithm in [45], and could replace MLE in DWA-SRGM.
∗∗ Note that to keep the treatment simple, not all combinations of detection and correction models are considered, but only
the combinations of correction models with the selected detection model. This two-steps approach yields high accuracy
as it considers several detection and correction models; however, it clearly gives a sub-optimal solution.
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Tables V (for CRM) and VI (for ERP) list the parameter values and the R2 goodness of fit metric
and the %RPE prediction accuracy metric for each tried correction model. Gamma and Normal
models show the best fitting and prediction ability – hence they are selected as best representatives
of the fault correction process in the two cases.
Table V. Models for the fault correction process for the CRM system.

Model
Exp
Norm
Gamma

α̂ = 577.03
α̂ = 591.61
α̂ = 576.54

Parameters
β̂ = 0.033 γ̂ = 0.101
β̂ = 0.023 µ̂ = 0.133
β̂ = 0.032 µ̂ = 9.704

R2
0.971
0.954
0.974

σ̂ = 0.056
κ̂ = 1.032

%RPE
-0.42%
1.75%
-0.19%

Table VI. Models for the fault correction process for the ERP system.

Model
Exp
Norm
Gamma

α̂ = 20,300
α̂ = 24,460
α̂ = 19,600

Parameters
β̂ = 0.001 γ̂ = 0.078
β̂ = 0.001 µ̂ = 9.409
β̂ = 0.001 µ̂ = 2.809

R2
0.9985
0.9986
0.9986

σ̂ = 10.706
κ̂ = 4.597

%RPE
0.28%
-0.23%
-0.45%

Figure 3 plots the fault detection and the fault correction curves, along with the raw data about
detected and corrected faults. The difference between the two curves represents the error that
the modeler commits assuming immediate repair in estimating reliability (in terms of number of
remaining faults) for a given release time, or in predicting the release time to achieve a given
reliability value.

(a) CRM

(b) ERP

Figure 3. Fault detection (md (t)) and correction (mc (t)) mvf s for the CRM and ERP systems.

6. IMPACT OF THE DEBUGGING TIME
Debugging introduces latency between the time a fault is detected and the time it is corrected.
The CRM and ERP datasets are now analyzed to measure the impact of the debugging time on
SRGM-based predictions in terms of: (i) expected quality at a given release time; (ii) release time to
achieve a given quality level; (iii) cost for testing and debugging depending on the release time. The
sensitivity of the predictions with respect to variations of modeling parameters is also assessed.
Copyright c 2017 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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(a) Predicted number of detected and corrected faults.

(b) Expected quality error (y-axis in logarithmic scale).

Figure 4. Impact on reliability estimate for the CRM system.

6.1. Impact on reliability estimate
6.1.1. Metric. Under the immediate debugging assumption, the expected number of corrected faults
at a given time is supposed to be equal to the number of detected faults, estimated by md (t). By
removing this assumption, the expected number of corrected faults is given by mc (t), which fits the
actual correction times. The percentage error on the expected quality is given by:
Q (t) =

md (t) − mc (t)
· 100.
mc (t)

(10)

Equation 10 quantifies the relative difference in the expected quality under ideal (immediate) and
under real (non-zero time) repair.
6.1.2. Case studies results. Figure 4(a) plots, for the CRM system, the predicted total number of
faults detected (md (t)) and corrected (mc (t)) over time, and the difference between them.
First, the sensitivity of the difference is assessed with respect to variations of the detection
and correction models. Figure 4(a) includes the correction and detection models obtained by
incrementing and decrementing by 1%†† the distribution parameters obtained in Section 5. For
instance, for CRM at day 200, md (t) varies between 599 and 611 under a ±1% variation of the
exponential parameters α̂ and β̂ . Let us denote by md± (t) and mc± (t) the detection and correction
models obtained by varying the parameters: the difference varies between the lower and upper
bounds computed as follows:
lower bound = md− (t) − mc+ (t),

upper bound = md+ (t) − mc− (t).

(11)

Hence, for the CRM system – day 200 in Figure 4(a) – the difference varies between 18 and 42
when md (t) and mc (t) are subject to a ±1% variation of the parameters.
As for the quality estimate, the largest difference between detection and correction models is
observed in Figure 4(a) around day 100; then the models start flattening. Assume the product is
planned for release when 75% of total expected faults (451 out of 602) are removed. Under the
immediate repair assumption (mc (t) = md (t)), 451 faults should have been corrected at day 48
according to the prediction model (md (48) = 451). However, considering the predicted trend of
correction times, only 389 faults would actually be corrected at day 48, due to the latency of
debugging (mc (48) = 389). The impact on the prediction of the expected quality at day 48 (Q (48)),
is about 16% according to Equation 10; in other words, using a SRGM assuming immediate repair
†† The variation of the parameters is limited within ±1% as for larger ranges the detection model may assume values
smaller than the correction model.
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(b) Expected quality error (y-axis in logarithmic scale).

Figure 5. Impact on reliability estimate for the ERP system.

causes the overestimation of the actual expected product quality by 16%. In absolute terms, the
biggest difference in the estimate is at day 14 (where md (t) - mc (t) is 166 faults). The percentage
error Q (t) is greater at the earlier stages, where the difference between md (t) - mc (t) is higher.
Figure 4(b) shows how the expected quality error Q (t) varies with time in the CRM case (along
with lower/upper bounds). The points marked by ‘+’ correspond to the above-discussed days 48 and
100. For instance, postponing the product release at day 100 would make it possible to detect 571
faults. Again, due to the debugging latency, only 542 out of these 571 faults are actually corrected
at that day, which causes an overestimate of 5.3% under the SRGM immediate repair assumption.
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show similar results for the ERP system; difference and expected quality error
are shown with the lower and upper bounds obtained by varying detection and correction model
parameters by ±1%. The error on the expected quality drops from 36% to 18% from day 100 to 300
- marked by a ‘+’ in Figure 5(b). Similarly to the CRM, the impact of the debugging time on the
quality prediction decreases as the release time increases.
By knowing the trend of detection and correction times built on collected data, engineers can
decide either to postpone the release time to actually get the desired quality, or to work on the
debugging process to reduce the impact on the estimate at the established release time.
6.2. Impact on release time prediction
6.2.1. Metric. The correction process impacts the prediction of the release time inferred through
SRGMs. Suppose the company wishes to determine the product release time ensuring a quality of
99% (i.e., the 99% of detected faults have been corrected). Under the immediate repair assumption
(t)
the release time would be such that t = {t : mmdd(∞)
= 0.99}. In practice, due to the latency of
∗

mc (t )
debugging activities, 99% of faults are corrected only later at t∗ = {t∗ : m
= 0.99}, with t∗ > t:
d (∞)
ρT = (t∗ − t) is the time to wait until 99% of detected faults are really corrected.
More generally, the time span needed to ensure that the number of faults detected at time t are
also corrected is: {t∗ : mc (t∗ ) = md (t)} − t. The percentage error on the release time is:

{t∗ : mc (t∗ ) = md (t)} − t
· 100.
(12)
t
T (t) is the percentage difference between (i) the actual time t∗ to achieve a given quality (number
of detected and corrected faults), and (ii) the ideal time t for achieving that quality.
The prediction of the release time is of paramount importance. It is reasonable to state that
software with uncorrected issues would not be released to users: our models allow predicting the
minimum time an industry provider should wait, at that fault correction pace, in order to ensure that
all the issues detected at a given time t are also corrected. This of course can trigger improvement
actions, e.g., to expedite the process if release schedule requirements would not be met.
T (t) =
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(a) Difference between actual and ideal release times.

(b) Release time error (y-axis in logarithmic scale).

Figure 6. Impact on release time prediction for the CRM system.

6.2.2. Case studies results. Figures 6(a) and 7(a) plot the predicted total number of detected and
corrected faults for the two case studies (left y -axis). In the CRM the maximum number of corrected
faults, i.e., 577 (approximation of 576.5), is obtained at day 327; however, 577 faults were detected
at day 106, as indicated by the data point marked by a ‘+’ in Figure 6(a). Starting from day 106, it
takes further 327 − 106 = 221 days to ensure that the same number of detected faults are corrected.
Under the immediate debugging assumption, the tester would release at day 106, rather than 327, to
correct those 577 faults. This corresponds to an error equal to: T (106) = 327−106
· 100 = 208.5%
106
according to Eq. 12. Similarly, in the ERP system, it takes 67 days until the number of faults detected
at day 299 (6, 467) are also corrected, which is an error of: T (366) = 366−299
· 100 = 22.4% .
299
The difference between actual and ideal release times is plotted in Figures 6(a) and 7(a) too,
difference series. For a day d, the plot indicates the number of days (y -axis on the right) needed
to ensure that the same number of faults detected until d have also been corrected. Release time
series are shown for both the case studies with lower and upper bounds, which visualize the range
of values the release time assumes when correction and detection are subjected to ±1% variation.
Figures 6(b) and 7(b) show how the percentage error T (t) varies over time and its lower/upper
bounds. For instance, let us assume again to release the CRM system at day 100 (e.g., because of
a constraint on the maximum release time). Under the immediate debugging assumption, releasing
at day 100 yields an “ideal” quality of about 95% (at day 100, 571 faults are detected out of the

(a) Difference between actual and ideal release times.

(b) Release time error (y-axis in logarithmic scale).

Figure 7. Impact on release time prediction for the ERP system.
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total expected 602 faults: (571/602) · 100 = 94.8%). Thus, neglecting the latency of debugging
· 100 = 57.0%, because the actual 95%
causes the underestimation of the release time by 157−100
100
of quality is obtained at day 157 instead of day 100. Similarly, releasing the ERP at day 100 causes
underestimating the release time by 134−100
· 100 = 34.0%. In fact, the assumption impacts not only
100
the quality estimation/prediction, but clearly also the optimal release time determination.
6.3. Impact on cost estimate
6.3.1. Cost computation. SRGMs are used to minimize the overall fault removal and testing cost
at time t. Similarly to [36, 46], DWA-SRGM adopts the cost function of Equation 13 to analyze the
impact caused by the immediate debugging assumption on cost estimation:
C 0 = c1 · md (t) + c2 · [md (∞) − md (t)] + c3 · t

(13)

where: c1 is the expected cost of removing a fault during testing; c2 is the expected cost of removing
a fault during the operation phase; c3 is the expected cost per unit time for testing. The following
values are assumed for cost factors: c1 = 350$, c2 = 450$, and c3 = 100$; however, any other set
of representative values would fit the scope of the analysis without impacting the findings discussed
in the following. Considering the fault correction distribution, Equation 13 becomes:
C 00 = c1 · mc (t) + c2 · [md (∞) − mc (t)] + c3 · t

(14)

where md (∞) − mc (t) is the number of uncorrected faults, which includes undetected faults, i.e.,
md (∞) − md (t), and detected but uncorrected faults, i.e., md (t) − mc (t).
6.3.2. Case study results. Figure 8(a) and 8(b) plot the cost functions C 0 , C 00 and related
lower/upper bounds vs release time for the case studies. In the CRM the difference between C 0 and
C 00 increases as the release time increases, until it approaches day 100. Solution t∗1 , i.e., the optimal
release time to minimize the expected cost, is day 103 according to C 0 ; however, by considering
Equation 14 (i.e., the cost function including the fault correction) the optimal release time would be
t∗2 = day 95. The distance between the optimal release times is more than 1 week, as it can be also
∗
∗
2
· 100 = 8.4%
inferred by Figure 8. The percentage difference between t∗1 and t∗2 , i.e., T = t1t−t
∗
2
when considering the optimal cost. Neglecting the fault correction process causes underestimation
of the actual costs (C 0 is smaller than C 00 for both CRM and ERP), and, as noted for CRM, missing
the actual optimal release time.

(a) CRM.

(b) ERP.

Figure 8. Predicted cost vs release time.
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Figure 9. Workflow of the debugging process.

7. DEBUGGING-WORKFLOW-AWARE SRGM MODELING
This section presents the analysis of the impact of the debugging workflow on the quality estimation
and release time prediction for the CRM case study. The debugging workflow is depicted in Figure
9. It has been devised from the states traversed by a bug record during its lifetime, as the example
listed in Table VII for the issue “CRM-2”. The states are grouped into three main phases:
• Queuing. Once a fault is detected, an issue is created (new) and enqueued (published);
• Working. The issue is dequeued and its state changes into in study; it is then assigned to a
debugger (launched); once completed, if undergoes testing;
• Testing. The amendment is tested, delivered, and finally closed.

As the test of an amendment may fail, an issue may become suspended after delivered, and is
then re-opened for another cycle of processing (from the published state). The dataset contains also
not closed issues, either because still under processing (for the CRM system, this happens for issues
opened in January 2014) or because finally classified with a won’t fix resolution.
Table VII. Example of history for a CRM bug (date format: DD/MM/YY).
ID
CRM-2
CRM-2
CRM-2

Modified by
operator name 1
operator name 2
operator name 2

Date
07/09/12 10:16
07/09/12 12:52
07/09/12 12:52

CRM-2
CRM-2
CRM-2
CRM-2
CRM-2
CRM-2
CRM-2

operator
operator
operator
operator
operator
operator
operator

11/09/12 17:41
17/09/12 10:12
17/09/12 10:39
17/09/12 14:09
17/09/12 14:09
21/09/12 12:02
21/09/12 12:02

name
name
name
name
name
name
name

2
3
3
3
3
4
4

Entry type
Assignee
Subcomponent(s)
Component(s)
...
Status
Status
Status
Status
Status
Status
Status

Old value
-

New Value
Incomes Management
Frontend

New
Published
In study
Launched
Completed
Tested
Delivered

Published
In study
Launched
Completed
Tested
Delivered
Closed

7.1. Workflow statistics
Figure 10 shows the breakdown of issues by CRM functionality. The majority of issues affected
the functionalities Sales management and Customer folder, consistently with their complexity
and central role in the system. The other category contains 20 issues from 6 functionalities. The
following statistics are computed for the tracked issues:
•
•
•
•
•
•

MTTR (in days): mean time to repair (TTR, time interval from the new to the closed state);
M ED (in days): median of the TTR;
StdDev (in days): standard deviation of the TTR;
#Res: average number of human resources allocated to the issue;
Kurtosis: it indicates the peakedness of the distribution;
Skewness: it measures the asymmetry of the distribution; a positive (negative) value indicates
a right-tailed (left-tailed) distribution.
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Figure 10. Breakdown of detected bugs per software functionality for the CRM system.

Table VIII shows the values, with issues grouped per severity. As expected, debugging is not
immediate. The mean TTR on the whole dataset is as high as 12.8 days. The workflow exhibits
desirable features: issues are closed in a reasonable time frame (from 10 to 16 days on average,
median: 5-6 days), though highly variable (high StdDev). Moreover, blocking issues are solved
faster than major ones, which in turn are solved faster than minor ones.
Table VIII. Statistics of the TTR distributions for CRM system (mean values and std deviations in days).

Bug Severity
Minor
Major
Blocking

MTTR
15.88
12.69
9.85

M ED
6.16
5.76
4.70

StdDev
29.29
25.28
21.42

#Res
3.69
3.75
3.72

Kurtosis
42.81
52.26
79.89

Skewness
6.29
6.85
8.24

Further hints are provided by the kurtosis and skewness indicators. A high value of kurtosis
denotes that most of the variance is due to few high peaks, as opposed to the undesirable situation
of frequent small deviations from the mean time to repair. In a plot of the distribution, it is desirable
that these high peaks are concentrated in the left side, as this would indicate that many faults have
a short TTR. Moreover, it is desirable for the distributions to be right-tailed, as this would indicate
that most defects have a low time to repair; this corresponds to a positive value of skew.
The TTR distributions for the three severity classes for the CRM system are shown in Figure
11: they are all right-tailed with pronounced peaks in the left side. On average, 3.7 debuggers
are allocated per issue, regardless of the severity. Overall, this debugging process presents good
characteristics; nonetheless, its impact on reliability analyses accuracy can mislead decision makers.

(a) TTR for minor faults

(b) TTR for major faults

(c) TTR for blocking faults

Figure 11. TTR distributions for minor, major and blocking faults for the CRM system.

7.2. Modeling
A fault correction model mc (t) is built for each workflow phase, adopting the same procedure
used for the fault correction process characterization (namely, fitting the exponential, normal and
gamma distributions and selecting the one with the lowest %RPE and, secondary, highest R2 ).
The queuing distribution considers the queuing times (rather than the whole correction times), and
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represents the impact of the queueing phase on the mean value function. Using the queuing+working
times, we characterize the correction process in the ideal case of all fixes having zero testing time.
Finally, comparing the total correction times to queuing+working or to queueing times accounts
for the impact of the bug fix testing or working+testing phase, respectively. This allows studying
the weight of each debugging phase, and the error committed if the estimations of such phases
were neglected. Table IX lists data by cumulative debugging time (queueing; queueing+working;
queueing+working+testing, which corresponds to the total correction time reported in Table V).
Table IX. Model parameters per phase for the CRM system (Correction).
Model

Parameters
Queuing
α̂ = 590.91
β̂ = 0.055
γ̂ = 0.055
α̂ = 646.37
β̂ = 0.025
µ̂ = 0.122
σ̂ = 0.083
α̂ = 591.49
µ̂ = 1.768
κ̂ = 7.035
β̂ = 0.040
Queuing + Working
β̂ = 0.036
α̂ = 582.64
γ̂ = 0.081
α̂ = 596.06
β̂ = 0.023
µ̂ = 0.140
σ̂ = 0.055
α̂ = 582.87
β̂ = 0.036
µ̂ = 4.419
κ̂ = 2.510
Queuing + Working + Testing (i.e., Total)
α̂ = 577.03
β̂ = 0.033
γ̂ = 0.101
α̂ = 591.61
µ̂ = 0.133
σ̂ = 0.056
β̂ = 0.023
α̂ = 576.54
β̂ = 0.032
µ̂ = 9.704
κ̂ = 1.032

Exp
Norm
Gamma
Exp
Norm
Gamma
Exp
Norm
Gamma

R2

%RPE

0.993
0.968
0.994

-2.89%
-3.59%
-1.17%

0.982
0.961
0.984

-6.28%
-6.84%
-1.37%

0.971
0.954
0.974

-0.42%
1.76%
-0.19%

The same approach is used for fine-grained analysis with respect to defect severity and impacted
product functionality. Table X shows the parameters of the correction models by severity. Table
XI shows the top-5 functionalities by number of faults (accounting for 79.90% of total defects).
In all but three cases Gamma is the selected best fitting model for the fault correction process; in
three cases the Exponential model is selected, with a %RPE always under 3% and an R2 always
greater than 0.95. For instance, the model Blocking of Table X represents the ideal case in which
debuggers performed for all other faults as they did for the Blocking faults; in the same way, the
model Sales represents the case of debuggers performing always as for the Sales functionality.
These distributions are now used to analyze the impact of bug features on the estimation/prediction
of delivered product quality, and on the optimal release determination (time and cost).
Table X. Model parameters per severity for the CRM system (Correction).
Model
Exp
Norm
Gamma

α̂ = 218.83
α̂ = 240.32
α̂ = 215.54

Exp
Norm
Gamma

α̂ = 220.54
α̂ = 236.00
α̂ = 220.46

Exp
Norm
Gamma

α̂ = 124.44
α̂ = 202.50
α̂ = 124.46

Parameters
Minor
β̂ = 0.058
γ̂ = 0.058
β̂ = 0.027
µ̂ = 0.118
β̂ = 0.047
µ̂ = 4.649
Major
β̂ = 0.034
γ̂ = 0.095
β̂ = 0.050
µ̂ = 0.100
µ̂ = 9.206
β̂ = 0.033
Blocking
β̂ = 0.034
γ̂ = 0.143
β̂ = 0.026
µ̂ = 0.046
β̂ = 0.034
µ̂ = 4.802

σ̂ = 0.082
κ̂ = 2.679

σ̂ = 0.100
κ̂ = 1.104

σ̂ = 0.149
κ̂ = 1.424

R2

%RPE

0.987
0.950
0.993

-6.56%
-8.74%
-4.45%

0.965
0.754
0.968

-14.08%
-11.77%
-4.82%

0.984
0.972
0.985

-8.14%
-8.15%
-1.32%

7.3. Reliability estimate
Debugging phase. The differences are now computed between the predicted number of detected
faults and the predicted number of faults that have reached the end of the i) queuing phase, ii)
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Table XI. Model parameters per functionality for the CRM system (Correction).
Model
Exp
Norm
Gamma

α̂ = 196.82
α̂ = 198.83
α̂ = 197.67

Exp
Norm
Gamma

α̂ = 159.89
α̂ = 192.88
α̂ = 159.71

Exp
Norm
Gamma

α̂ = 38.36
α̂ = 58.72
α̂ = 39.65

Exp
Norm
Gamma

α̂ = 32.43
α̂ = 35.72
α̂ = 32.41

Exp
Norm
Gamma

α̂ = 29.04
α̂ = 58.31
α̂ = 32.59

Parameters
Sales
γ̂ = 0.052
β̂ = 0.052
β̂ = 0.025
µ̂ = 0.136
σ̂ = 0.055
β̂ = 0.031
µ̂ = 0.210
κ̂ = 32.698
Customer Folder
γ̂ = 0.124
β̂ = 0.039
β̂ = 0.027
µ̂ = 0.101
σ̂ = 0.101
β̂ = 0.039
µ̂ = 9.855
κ̂ = 0.848
Incomes Management
β̂ = 0.054
γ̂ = 0.112
β̂ = 0.034
µ̂ = 0.058
σ̂ = 0.137
β̂ = 0.040
µ̂ = 0.210
κ̂ = 24.890
Money Transfer
β̂ = 0.050
γ̂ = 0.170
β̂ = 0.037
µ̂ = 0.118
σ̂ = 0.084
β̂ = 0.054
µ̂ = 0.689
κ̂ = 10.032
User Profile
β̂ = 0.065
γ̂ = 0.791
µ̂ = 0.003
σ̂ = 0.178
β̂ = 0.060
β̂ = 0.039
µ̂ = 9.869
κ̂ = 0.000

R2

%RPE

0.989
0.943
0.961

-2.87%
-3.94%
-3.26%

0.962
0.946
0.966

-10.75%
-11.24%
-2.32%

0.987
0.971
0.975

-1.43%
-9.81%
-4.46%

0.983
0.972
0.983

-17.21%
-2.87%
0.32%

0.959
0.957
0.724

-2.16%
14.78%
18.56%

working phase (queuing+working), and iii) entire debugging (queuing+working+testing, i.e., all
phases). Results are shown in Figure 12(a)‡‡ .
The overall difference (all phases series) can be attributed to individual phases as follows. Let
us consider the day where 60% of quality under the immediate debugging assumption is achieved,
which is day 33 when 361 out of 602 faults are detected. At this day, the difference in the all phases
series is 96 faults (data points marked by × in Figure 12(a)). Out of these 96 bugs, (i) 48 are in the
queuing phase; (ii) 22 (i.e., 70-48, with 70 denoting the value of queuing+working on day 33) are
in the working phase; (iii) 26 (i.e., 96-70) are in testing phase. As such, on day 33 the 50% of the
difference is due to queueing ( 48
96 · 100); working and testing account for the 23% and 27% of the
difference, respectively. This means that if engineers want an accurate estimate at day 33 (or, in a
specular way, they want to achieve the actual 60% as earlier as possible beyond day 33), they need
to improve mostly the queueing time (e.g., improving the assignment of bugs to debuggers).
On average, most of the pending faults are faults waiting in the queue. Based on such models,
this kind of analysis can be conducted referring to past times (to estimate the impact of a phase up
to time t) and to future times (to predict the impact and possibly take corrective actions).
Severity. Figure 12(b) shows the difference between the predicted number of detected and
corrected faults for minor, major, blocking severities. The parameters of the correction distributions
are reported in Table X.
The minor and major distributions are really close between days 1 and 50: their impact on
the expected quality is almost the same. The difference between detected and corrected faults is
significantly smaller for the blocking severity. The maximum difference is 63 faults (at day 14) and
28 faults (at day 11) in the case of major and blocking faults, respectively. This means that if all the
faults were corrected as the blocking ones, the immediate repair assumption would have caused a
smaller distortion on the estimate of the expected quality. The finding is consistent with the TTRrelated statistics shown in Table VIII, where it can be noted that blocking faults are characterized by
the lowest MTTR and MED values when compared to major and minor faults.
Note that the difference between detected and corrected minor faults does not converge to an
asymptotic value, as it can be inferred from Figure 12(b) (minor series). This is a rather anomalous
scenario, which is explained by a closer analysis of minor faults.
‡‡ Note

that the plots may go below zero, since these are differences predicted by models: a fault correction model by
phase may overcome the detection model at some points where the raw data series are very close to each other.
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(a) Debugging Phase

(b) Severity

(c) Functionality

Figure 12. Difference between the predicted number of detected and corrected faults by phase, severity and
functionality.

Figure 13 shows the actual/predicted number of detected/corrected minor faults. We observed that
no fault is corrected between day 78 and day 197 (i.e., the cumulative number of corrected faults
remains 212 over this timeframe), which misleads the predicted difference. The debugging team of
the industrial partner confirmed that the faults were not promptly corrected because they affected a
software module excluded from a prior product release and re-integrated later on.
Functionality. The difference between predicted number of detected/corrected faults by
functionality (Figure 12(c)) indicates that Customer folder and Sales are the ones most impacted by
the immediate debugging assumption. In fact, the debugging delay for them is significantly larger
than for the other functions, with the maximum difference observed around day 15.
The industrial partner confirmed that they both represent complex and fault-prone modules
of the CRM. The analysis suggests that if all faults were corrected as by the teams managing
the Incomes Management, Money Transfer and User Profile functionalities, neglecting the nonimmediate debugging has a lower impact on the error about quality prediction. If this kind of

Figure 13. Detection/correction of minor faults over time.
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information is used during the process, engineers can improve debugging of those functionalities
expected to impact more on the error (e.g., moving people from one functionality to another).

7.4. Release time prediction
The models described in Section 7.2 allow to discriminate the contribution of debugging phases, bug
severity and system functionality on the release time prediction. Figures 14 shows the differences
between actual and ideal release time for such factors.
Debugging phase. Let us consider again day 33, when 361 out of 602 faults are detected. The
total difference between actual and ideal release time on day 33 is 12 (Figure 14(a) - all phases
series), which means it takes 12 days until the number of faults detected on day 33 is also corrected.
The queueing and queueing+working series make it possible to brake down the total difference by
phase. Figure 14(a) - queuing series - indicates that on day 33, the above-mentioned 361 faults are
out of the queuing phase after 5 days since their detection. By including the working phase, the
difference becomes 8 (queuing+working series), which means that it takes further 3 days (8-5) until
the 361 faults are out of working. Finally, the inclusion of the testing phase makes the difference
to become 12 (all phases series), which means that testing accounts for further 4 days (12-8) of the
total release time difference. As a result, on day 33 queuing contributes to the 42% of the release
5
· 100), while working and testing to the 25% and 33%, respectively. On average,
time difference ( 12
queuing is the phase that mostly undermines the immediate debugging assumption.
Severity. The analysis suggests that severity values contribute to rather different extent to the total
difference between actual and ideal release time. For example, while the total difference is about
15 days on day 65, it ranges from 9 to 51 when the faults are broken down by severity (×-marked
data points in Figure 14(b)). Blocking faults are characterized by the lowest difference with respect
to time: this finding suggests that duration of the debugging workflow of blocking faults is smaller
than major and minor, which is also supported by the MTTRs shown in Table VIII.

(a) Debugging phase

(b) Severity

(c) Functionality

Figure 14. Impact of factors on actual/ideal release time for the CRM system.
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Functionality. The functionality impacts the release time significantly. For example, we found
out that the difference between actual and ideal release time of User profile becomes large after 40
days; in case of Sales it takes about 100 days before the difference becomes significant. Noteworthy,
the faster fault detection goes to saturation, the earlier the difference between actual/ideal release
time increases. Figure 15 shows the fault detection processes of Sales and User profile. Sales
saturates around day 80, while user profile around day 25: this is consistent with the difference
between actual/ideal release time, which starts increasing after day 80 and 25 in sales and user
profile, respectively (Figure 14(c)).

Figure 15. The actual fault detection process of the Sales and User profile CRM functionalities.

8. DISCUSSION
8.1. Key features of the proposed method
We have presented a method for software reliability growth modeling, which properly accounts for
the workflow of debugging. The method leverages the defect data usually managed by software
companies by means of issue trackers. We have shown its application to two real-world software
projects. The study indicates that assuming immediate debugging may cause overestimation of
the product quality achievable at a target time, and relevant errors in release time planning.
This increases the risk of releasing software with more residual defects than expected, with nonnegligible impact on maintenance costs, customer dissatisfaction and company reputation.
The experiments show that SRGM-based estimates/predictions are significantly influenced by
high variability of the duration of debugging activities. Moreover, SRGMs considering actual
debugging times provide more accurate predictions of the costs.
The availability of detailed data from issue trackers allows to discriminate precisely the factors
with greater influence on quality and release time, and to undertake proper process improvement
actions. This way, software process managers are supported in taking informed decision concerning:
• The allocation of professionals to debugging where actually needed (e.g., to bottleneck
functionalities, or to classes of bugs depending on their severity);
• The tuning of debugging activities aimed at: i) lowering the average correction time; ii)
reducing differences among debugging teams; iii) reducing idle times (queue of the bug
assignments); iv) the treatment of bugs of different types (e.g., of different severity).

For instance, in both the CRM and ERP case study, the method made it possible to quantify the
impact of the debugging time on quality and release time estimates; moreover, in the CRM the
method allowed to identify a bottleneck of the workflow in the queuing phase of bugs to debuggers:
being excessively long and variable, this phase is the major cause of prediction error.
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8.2. Threats to validity
The analysis conducted in this study was possible thanks to the availability of detailed data collected
in the issue tracking system. The inferences made on a dataset are subject to both construct and
internal validity threats. Bug data are not always recorded with the needed care, or, even worse, data
collection might be overlooked, leading to mistakes (e.g., test engineers often update records only
when the scheduled release time is approaching, not when the issues are actually closed). This is a
potential threat that practitioners replicating this type of analysis should be aware of.
A further threat concerns the selection of the SRGM. In general, there is no SRGM that fits all
situations; we decided to not rely on a predefined one, but to adopt four models and choose the best
fitting one. Of course, other SRGMs could work better for a given dataset; practitioners are always
called to select the SRGMs best suited for their testing process data.
Further considerations derive from severity analysis. These are valid under the assumption that
developers within the company use the same criteria to assign severity to issues, and the bias due to
different people doing this task is minimized. More generally, results could be not representative of
the context if people involved in the analyzed process were aware of the study; however, we assured
that neither developers nor testers of the analyzed system were aware of the study – hence results
are free from potential psychological bias.
As for external validity, results observed on a single case are clearly not statistically generalizable.
The reported findings, supported by data, may serve as basis to develop more precise approaches
considering all facets of debugging in SRGM-based reliability analysis. Since similar analyses on
proprietary industrial systems are scarce in the literature, we believe that the results we reported are
meaningful for practitioners despite the limitations in external validity.

9. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented DWA-SRGM, a method combining analytical modeling and empirical
assessment for data-driven software reliability growth analysis during advanced testing phases.
DWA-SRGM leverages data typically available to software companies in their issue tracking
systems to improve SRGM predictions/estimates, and to support decisions on improvements of the
debugging process.
The mathematical SRGM modeling framework, fed with data easily extracted from issue trackers,
produces much more accurate predictions (of optimal release time) and estimates (of achieved
product reliability at release) than those typically made under the non-realistic assumption of
immediate repair. It also supports fine-grained analysis of the impact on SRGM-based estimates
of bug features and debugging workflow activities; this gives managers the opportunity to spot
bottlenecks and improve the process.
The results with two real-world case studies show that debugging times actually cannot be
considered negligible, as they significantly affect the estimation of reliability figures. They revealed
to be very valuable for the software process managers, i) to improve the accuracy of SRGMbased predictions, with a direct impact on key decisions about effort allocation and release time
scheduling; ii) to have a quantitative feedback on the debugging process, taking into account the
impacted software functionalities, the type of bugs, and the phases of the debugging process that
need more attention for cost-effective quality improvement. This pragmatic approach supports a
more effective use of SRGM-based software reliability analysis in industrial practice.
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